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Instructions : (i) Alt the questions are compulsory.

(ii) Each question is of 14 marks.

(iii) Q.5 is of short questions.

l. (a) Prove that JiT is not rational. 7
OR

Prove that the set of all rational numbers is countable.
(b) Prove : (i) Every non-empty set of real numbers that is bounded below has a

greatest lower bound (ii) For every pair of numbers c and b with a < b, there is a
rational number r such that a < r < b. Give suitable name to this statement. 7

OR
If I, : law bn) be the nested sequence of closed and bounded intervals with

]r1gltf l = 0 then prove that 11, precisely contains a single point. Give suitable

name to this.

2. (a) Prove that the limit of a convergent sequence is unique. 7
obtain the limit of (b) if an < bn s cr; for all n and. l*o, = L =l*",; where

an, b* c, e R.

OR

If Sr = r*| * *.r * +..... + j, tr,* prove that2. lg Sr < 3.

(b) Prove that (i) rhe sequen* 
[(, 

. })') converses. (ii) lg*,i =1, ne N 7

OR

If sl = Ji afi sn+l : .Eq ror every n,then show that (sr) is monotonic
increasingbounded above and [m Sn= 2
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3. (a) Prove : If lim g(x) : M +O then lim I =l . Verify : liml=+.o,-o g(x) M ' x+o yz

OR
Suppose / is defined in a neighbourhood of the point c, and sequence (f(xil)
converging to flc) whenever (xr) converges to c, then prove that/is continuous.

(b) State and prove Intermediate Value Theorem (IVT).

OR
Define uniform continuity of a function. Discuss the uniform continuity of the
functions

(i) ,(x): I on [0, oo) (ii) /(x): I on [0, *)

4. (a) State and prove the Chain's rule for differentiation of a function and use it to
differentiate the functi on flx) : tann3x.

OR

State and prove the Roll's theorem and verify it forfix) : x3 - 3x + 2 in [-1, 2]

O) Ifgisdifferentiableonl:la,b) andifg'(a)<p<g'(b) thenthereexistatleast
one point de(a, b) such that g'(d1= O.

OR
2

Evaluate, til ri.' -2-l-? 
(ii) lim 4 --]-r+0 Sin'X ' x+0 XtanX XSinX

2

/sinx\7("')ls[;J

5. Attempt any seven in short :

(l) Show that lR is uncountable.

(2) State 'L' Hospital's First Rule.

(3) State Cauchy's Mean Value Theorem.

(4) Define Injective and Subjective functions with example.

(5) State Cantor's infinite intersection principle.

(6) Find ,,C ry*d1l* ry
(7) Is it true that 'the every convergent sequence is Cauchy' ? Justifu.
(8) State Sandwich theorem for the sequences.

(9) Give an example of a sequence which is bounded but not convergent.
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